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A meandering missive on Bike To Work Day

	

"Downtown Improvement Project" off West Old LaHonda

The final climb to Skyline on West Old LaHonda is *so* much harder than it looks!

Every day should be like today. It's going to rain, that's a given, but it waits until you finish your morning ride, and your ride to

work, before it starts. And then it ends in time for the roads to dry out for your ride home! Is that perfect or what?

It was even a bit warmer this morning; no lower than 41 degrees! Amazing what just a 5 degree difference can make. Not many of

us out there to enjoy it though; myself, Kevin and JR. Ah, right, one more person, Tom joined us for the first time in quite a while.

Just to the top of Kings (and in enough of a rush to get to work that he had to head right back down Kings, passing JR & I as we

were still on the way up).
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Kevin actually pulled for a bit descending 84 west, something rarely seen. West Old LaHonda was a pretty as every single one of the

other 663 times Strava says I've ridden it since sometime in 2008. That's actually a pretty amazing thing... 663 times on that segment

of road. 663 times I've looked forward to "that view." 663 times I've passed that outhouse-like building on the left-hand side of the

road with the "Downtown Improvement Project" sign. That comes out to... what do you know, just over 100 times/year, which

means I've ridden past it twice a week (since the beginning of time as we know it, which goes back to March 23rd, 2008.

Yet another interesting thing to note. Pre-Strava vs Post-Strava. Do the couple hundred thousand miles I rode prior to March 23rd,

2008, count? I'm guessing not. My earliest almost-daily diary entries go back maybe 10 years earlier than that, so maybe I could

stretch credibility as far as 1998. I would have been 42 then which, coincidentally, it the answer to Life, The Universe, &

Everything. Backing that up is the absolute fact that riding at 42 degrees is comfortable while 41 (and below) is not.

Getting back to the present, Kevin and I celebrated Bike To Work Day by stopping for both donuts and coffee on our ride in to

work, arriving a good two hours ahead of the rain. And we'll be riding home in an hour or so, again, without rain. And without guilt

too, since it did rain in the middle of the day.

Random oddness:  A page of quotes reminding me that the movie Buckaroo Bonzai is so much better than most people give credit

for.  I've always liked that movie, but have had a tough time understanding why. Looking at those quotes, it's easy to find the

answer.

"Nothing is ever what it seems but everything is exactly what it is."

This is the good life. Now we just have to find some employees so Kevin and I can head to France in a couple of months! I will

probably not be the easiest person to get along with come mid-July if I'm climbing Kings instead of Alp D'Huez. :-)
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